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eBay Business All-in-One For Dummies (For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance))For Dummies, 2018

	The selling, marketing, and business tips you need to succeed


	eBay is the perfect place to learn the ropes of what it's like running an online business. It provides the tools, technology, and platform a would-be entrepreneur needs to launch their first successful small business. It takes some know-how, however, to get...
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Microsoft  Visual Web Developer(TM) 2005 Express Edition: Build a Web Site Now!Microsoft Press, 2005
With this lively, eye-opening, and hands-on book, all you need is a computer and the desire to learn how to create Web pages now using Visual Web Developer Express Edition! Featuring a full working edition of the software, this fun and highly visual guide walks you through a complete Web page project from set-up to launch. Youll get an introduction...
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Building Social Web Applications: Establishing Community at the Heart of Your SiteO'Reilly, 2009
Building a web application that attracts and retains regular visitors is tricky enough, but creating a social application that encourages visitors to interact with one another requires careful planning. This book provides practical solutions to the tough questions you'll face when building an effective community site -- one that makes visitors feel...
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Raising Capital For DummiesFor Dummies, 2002

	While raising capital has never been easy, it has become a lot more difficult over the past few years. The dot-com debacle has made investors skittish, especially when it comes to financing early-stage start-ups. As a result, more and more entrepreneurs are being forced to compete harder and harder for a spot around the money well. At the end...
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The Street Smart MBA: 10 Proven Strategies for Driving Business SuccessApress, 2012

	Business schools have long enticed students into their MBA programs with the promise that, after a short stint spent studying the ins and outs of the business world, they will be able to step right into the upper echelons of management or launch a business that soon has them flitting about the world in a private jet. "Sounds great,"...
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Advanced Social Media Marketing: How to Lead, Launch, and Manage a Successful Social Media ProgramApress, 2012

	Hundreds of millions of Americans are using social media (SM), and already some 70% of businesses have joined them there, using Facebook and other SM platforms to connect with their customers, and attract new ones. So the real question isn’t whether to take your business onto social media platforms—but how to do it quickly,...
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Calm Technology: Principles and Patterns for Non-Intrusive DesignO'Reilly, 2016

	
		How can you design technology that becomes a part of a user’s life and not a distraction from it? This practical book explores the concept of calm technology, a method for smoothly capturing a user’s attention only when necessary, while calmly remaining in the background most of the time. You’ll learn how to design...
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Designing the iPhone User Experience: A User-Centered Approach to Sketching and Prototyping iPhone AppsAddison Wesley, 2010

	Given the fiercely competitive state of the iPhone app landscape, it has become increasingly challenging for app designers and developers to differentiate their apps. The days are long gone when it was possible to crank out an app over the weekend and refine it after receiving a few not so flattering user reviews....
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Practical Zendesk Administration: Best practices for setting up your customer service platformO'Reilly, 2012

	
		We built Zendesk back in 2007 because we were frustrated with the quality of the customer
	
		service applications that existed at the time. The vast majority of these “solutions”
	
		were big, clunky, on-premise enterprise applications, distributed on CDs, and took forever
	
		to deploy. Even proof-of-concept projects...
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Learn BlackBerry 10 App Development: A Cascades-Driven ApproachApress, 2014

	Learn how to leverage the BlackBerry 10 Cascades framework to create rich native applications. Learn BlackBerry 10 App Development gives you a solid foundation for creating BlackBerry 10 apps efficiently. Along the way, you will learn how to use QML and JavaScript for designing your app’s UI, and C++/Qt for the application...
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ACT! 2005 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Catch this new ACT! and build better relationships
Organize customer information, schedule activities, create reports, and more     

It’s time to ACT! on your intention to improve customer relationship management! ACT! 2005 offers great new tools, and with this book in hand, you have a top expert showing you how to use them....
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Building a Web Site For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The bestselling guide to building a knockout Web site, newly updated


	An effective Web site is the key to success for every venture from class reunions to major corporations. And since Web technology changes rapidly, Building a Web Site For Dummies, 4th Edition is fully updated for the cutting-edge tools and...
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